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Ectomorph transformation bodybuilding

May 2010 - the month in which two skinny men decide they are fed up with being skinny. Did we know how to lift weights? Did we know how to eat a bulking diet? All of it. We didn't know anything about muscle building. All we know is that we were underweight, weak, and tired of feeling so low. That's how muscles began in May. In fact,
that's how our entire business started from Bonnie to Brutally. On the first day of May, the two of us made a bulking agreement: we'll do 30 days of whatever it takes to gain muscle - of course, of course. It's not like we're going to take steroids or anything. But the skinny genes are cursed, we've been growing out of our skinny jeans. At the
end of those thirty days, we had gained more than thirty pounds between us, which was, well, perhaps a little! But it was working. We have thus redoubled our efforts and extended our agreement, which is bulking up for another three months. By the end of those three months, we had built enough muscles that were no longer thin. We
were never skinny again, that's the story of how we went from skinny to muscular. Before the pictures of a skinny man, I had a bigger peeve pet looking at muscle building transformation images and seeing men who already looked quite muscular in the pictures before. Often, there will be a picture of a fairly overweight man who cut a lot of
body fat and came out looking ripped. And that's absolutely fantastic. glory to them. But this is not a muscle building shift, this is a fat loss conversion. As I learned more, I just became more skeptical. With a lot of these bulking shifts, men lose weight for one reason or another - travel, illness, stress, and then take a picture at the lowest
point, using a pre-image. They then regain the muscles they have lost and call it a shift in muscle growth. In fact, the transformation was muscle regrowth. Here's a famous example of this, when Tim Ferris lost muscle mass while traveling and then recovered everything in one month: now, it's not always tricky. Tim Ferris has clearly
explained his training history. He was always in advance about the fact that he was just restoring lost muscle mass. If it's okay I love Tim Ferris. He seems like a good man but as a skinny man looking at this before and after the transformation, I couldn't tie it. It wasn't for me another trick that is so popular in the fitness industry is to
manipulate before and after the pictures to make the transitions look more impressive. Not always in an dishonest way there are some Photoshop scandals, but most of the time people just take unattractive before the picture and then take after the picture in better lighting with muscle pumping-up. It's not dishonest, to its limit, it's just that
they want to show their progress in the best possible light. We're tired of all that we wanted to see if two skinny everyday men - graphic designers Office jobs - decided to document their progress because they bulk up. We decided to take our pictures clinically: the same lighting. Same situation. Same time of day (first thing in the morning).
Same stomach contents (first thing in the morning, after urinating, with one small glass of water). Don't pump our muscles no tricks at all so, first, before we talk about our 4-month shift, let's give a little back story. Here I am 21 years old wearing a small t-shirt size: I am 6'2 and my weight fluctuated between 120-130 pounds. On the best
days, I put my BMI at 16.7, which is considered clinically underweight. If you are curious about your BMI, you can check your BMI here. I wasn't just skinny in the sense that I wasn't muscular at the age of 18, I was diagnosed with heart disease, and both my family doctor and cardiologist encouraged me to start exercising, eating better,
and gaining weight. At 21, I bought a muscle building program for ectomorphs and managed to put on 20 pounds of muscle during the bulk for three months. This brought me from 130 pounds to 150 pounds of BMI from 16.7 to a BMI of 19.3. I was no longer clinically underweight i was still skinny, for sure, but I wasn't seriously
underweight. I'm not skinny anymore, just skinny. So, why would I tell you all this? First, my photos before i appear in peak, fit, the most muscular, the most muscular i've ever been. When I started this bulking shift for 4 months, I had already gained 20 pounds. There is no muscle growth happening here secondly, I've already got novice
gains. If you haven't heard this term before, beginner gains is the rapid period of muscle growth that occurs when people start first training and a diet for muscle growth. I was already lifting weights and already gained 20 pounds. The other nice thing about remotely that I have already gained 20 pounds is that I know a little bit about how
the bulk. I promised my roommate, Jared, that I'd help him build the muscles he was living with while I was earning those 20 pounds, so he thought I could help him do that too here. I weigh 150 pounds, Jared weighs 130, this was the heaviest weight we've ever had, the best shape we've ever had and we're totally mature, grown men
who've already gone through puberty too. Shin measurements at 6'2 and 150 pounds: Neck: 14.25 inches Shoulders: 43.5 inchesShish: 12.25 inches: 37 inchesWaistWaist: 30 inches per second: 36 inches T.G. 18.75 inch Calf: 13.5 inches now, keep in mind that you have already gained twenty pounds. At 130 pounds, my neck was just
under 14 inches, my biceps were just under 10 inches, and my shoulder was just under 39 inches. As you can see, I spent more time on my shoulders, chest and arms than my legs I had tried squatting and deadlifting but my technique was awesome... And i had given it up. Jared's measurements at 6 feet 130 pounds: Neck: 13.75 38.75
inchesLocation: 11 inchesChest: 33.75 inchesWaist: 27.5 inchesPs: 35.5 inchesThigh: 18.75 inchesCalf: 13.75 inches Jared measurements were similar to how mine was the previous year, except with slightly larger arms and legs. (We later discovered that my torso grew more easily, which made me the dominant torso, while Jared's
weapons were few more easily, making him the dominant party. Finding the bulking program now that we have pictures before, we had to figure out how to get after the pictures. We needed a bulking plan to follow. We had to find a workout program designed to stimulate muscle growth, a good bulking diet designed to gain weight, and we
also wanted to repair our unhealthy lifestyles. At first, it was a bit frustrating because all the information online at the time was aimed at overweight people looking to lose fat, not in skinny men trying to build muscle. It took me a while to figure out what kind of body we had. I knew we were skinny, of course, but in the fitness industry, skinny
guys are naturally called ectomorphs. I also knew that we have a lot of trouble in weight gain, which is called as a hardgainer. The type of training that is designed to help people gain muscle size is called atrophy training. Some men don't need a smart plan in every study to build muscle, you'll see excessive responders. These are the
wingmen in the gym and still build muscle, sure that their way is superior because it works. But then you've got naturally skinny, ectomorph, hardgainer guys like us. We are men who need to do things more systematically in order to get steady progress. We are men who actually need more specific training for muscle growth. On this note,
let's talk about non-responders for a second. Most muscle building studies do not standardize diets, and most studies looking at the diet do not standardize the workout program. Usually focus on one or another, not both. This creates a problem because a lot of normally skinny men don't intuitively eat enough calories to build muscle. As a
result, most skinny men fail to gain weight and therefore fail to build muscle, so they assume that they have poor muscle building genes. This is not the case we just need to combine a good workout program with a good bulking diet. We need to focus on both sides at once. There is also a genetic component of muscle growth, as you have
certainly realized. For example, regular ranges of testosterone in a man between 170 and 780ng/dL. This means that one average man can have 4.6x testosterone from another normal man. It can have a very significant impact on the amount of muscle mass we start with. Judging by our bodies, diets and exercise habits, Jared probably
fell on the low end of the testosterone spectrum back at the time. The good news, though, is that by raising Improving our diets, getting better sleep, we're probably increasing our natural testosterone production. Certainly it seems so anyway we have the first taste of muscle growth we treated with all this as an experience. This is partly
because it gave us an excuse to track and photograph everything. But mainly because we were too ashamed to tell our friends and families that we were actually, really trying to build muscle. We imagined that we were doing an experiment that was not entirely embarrassing, especially if it ended up failing. But to our surprise, we didn't.
We were building muscle swelled very quickly as we gained more and more muscle, we started getting a lot of attention on YouTube and in fitness forums. A lot of people were building muscles, but it was rare to see such skinny guys gain weight quickly, building muscles very clowning. Some attention was good, some bad. On the bad
side, I realized that wearing Daisy Dukes (cut jean pants) in my progress photos was not a properly masculine choice in the eyes of bodybuilders and weightlifters. But on the good side, we also got (falsely) accused of taking steroids, proving that something masculine was happening. Other skinny men started sending us an email,
following us along, bulking up with us. It was really awesome! A few months in our bulk, even the personal trainers in the gym began to notice how fast we were growing. We were somewhat embarrassed during our first few trips to the gym, so getting congratulated by the staff felt amazing. We had started these skinny strangers, and a lot



of memory, and now we were being praised by college football and basketball players who used the college gym. Maybe we didn't have the best shape, maybe we weren't doing the best exercises, but we were going on. No matter how busy we were, we always found a way to get workouts and meals in. It wasn't crazy we only lifted
weights three times a week, and each workout took just about an hour to complete. Our diet was not perfect either there was this ancient supplement gaining a block called Myoplex that was popular at the time. We ran our own graphics design company at the time, and I remember driving to meetings with shares of Myoplex in the glove
box. If we were too busy working to sit down for a real meal, we would have mixed the powder in a little water before our meetings. It wasn't perfect, but he did the trick. He gave us the protein, carbohydrates and calories we needed to build muscle and gain weight. We were determined not to miss our workouts, either. One week the gym
is closed for renovations, so we make a temporary home gym in our little design office (aka our living room) from the dilapidated bench press and the non-Olympic barbarians that we found on the side of the road. Our hard work was paying off as we were building muscle in the pictures above, you can probably see that we've already got a
little bigger. I remember looking at these and thinking that my arm Crazy. They're only about 13 inches here, but still, I didn't think I'd ever be able to build such a big weapon. However, we were gradually realizing that the bodybuilding program we were following was not very good. It worked, yes, but only through absolute willpower.
Muscle aches were paralyzing, we felt lethargic from overeating permanently, and our muscle gains and strength already started in the plateau. Bodybuilders vs. Swell training most popular bodybuilding programs by professional bodybuilders. These bodybuilders are not only genetically gifted in putting on muscle, they're also
pharmaceuticalally gifted in putting on muscle! Not only can they escape from bending the rules, but they don't even play with the same rules in the first place. For example, in 2010, the most popular type of exercise routine was something called push/pull/split legs, where you can train a different area of your body each workout: the two is
for the chest, shoulders and triple rewards. Wednesday is for your back and biceps. Friday is for your legs and abdominal muscles, but is this an effective way to train? Not really. When we stimulate muscles, muscle protein synthesis rises for about 48 hours (at least for beginners). This means that if we stimulate our chest on Monday, it
will grow until Wednesday. Then growth will stop until we train again. Even if we want to stimulate maximum muscle growth, we should train each muscle about three times a week. So why were these bodybuilding procedures just stimulating our muscles once a week? In a 2000 study by McLester, researchers took experienced male
lifters and put them on a workout routine consisting of three workouts per week. Both teams did the same exercises, the same number of groups, and the same number of iterations for each group, giving them identical training size. The only difference was that one group had lifts organized in full-body workouts, while the other group was
doing chest day, back day, and leg day. After twelve weeks of work out, participants do a full-body workout routine increasing muscle mass by 8%, while the group doing push/pull/legs split only increase muscle mass by 1%. We were doing push/pull/split legs, so reading this study was a real game changer for me. By training each muscle
three times a week, study participants received steady growth throughout the week. By doing fewer combinations in exercise, muscle damage no longer paralyzes, resulting in less muscle repair and more muscle growth. Now, to be fair, more recent research by Brad Schoenfeld, Ph.D., has confirmed these findings, but the differences he
found were not nearly extreme. Participants doing full-body workouts didn't get much larger muscle growth, but not eight times more. A third study, again, prefers full-body workouts. We were excited to improve our training, and we thought this could be A good way to do it. Interestingly, in the 40s and 50s, both the best bodybuilders,
strong, and athletes were doing a full-body workout routine three times a week. These push/pull/bodybuilding legs splits became popular only in the 1960s, when steroids came into vogue. This new era of bodybuilders did not need to pay any attention to increasing testosterone production or stimulating muscle protein synthesis because
they were doing it with performance enhancing drugs. This kept their bodies constantly preparing for muscle growth even though they were not stimulating their muscles often enough. The other reason that push/pull/legs splits worked so well for these huge bodybuilders that their muscles were so large and strong that it took a long time to
recover between workouts. They couldn't train every two days, they had to wait several days. Thus they began to divide the exercises to allow longer periods of recovery. So by copying these 300+ pounds bench bodybuilders, we were training as if we were already muscular, not in a way that would make us more muscular. The next
question was whether doing more than three full-body exercises a week could accelerate muscle growth. In some circumstances, it can. But for skinny men who are still relatively new to weightlifting, training a muscle group more than three times a week seems to reduce muscle growth (study and study). Even after learning a little more,
we decided we wanted to follow a full-body hypertrophy routine rather than the bodybuilding routine we were following. The problem is that we couldn't figure out how to do it. Finding a bulking diet on the bright side, as we learned about problems with our workout routine, our bulking diet was going very well. We were stuffed to the nostrils,
yes, but we were overweight like a clock - something we've struggled to do all our lives. We were eating enough calories to gain weight at a good pace. With an additional 500-1000 calories per day, we found that we were earning between 0.5-2 pounds per week, depending on the week. We were not entirely accurate, but it was enough
for the result of steady growth. We were eating enough protein to build new muscle tissue at a maximum rate. Our workouts were stimulating muscle growth, but we needed to make sure that our protein intake was not a restricted factor. Most research shows that 0.8 grams of protein per pound body weight is enough to maximize muscle
growth, but we round up to one gram per pound. Protein supplements are common to exaggerate protein contents, and we wanted to make sure we didn't accidentally lack our protein targets. We got most of our calories from whole foods. We've had some weight-winning shakes, we've added some maltodextrin to our workout shake, and
we took a break from our bulking diets on Sundays, but for the most part, we'd eat all the foods processed to a minimum - oats, ground meats, trail mix, legumes, rice, milk, yogurt, Chicken, and so on. We eat often and make sure to have protein with every meal. Back in 2010, intermittent fasting has not become popular yet, and thankfully
so fasting is not good for muscle building, and eating is. We ate 4-6 meals a day, each containing at least twenty grams of protein. Recent research has shown that this increases our muscle growth rate, but at the time, we're just kind of lucky at it. Bodybuilders found it easier to digest smaller meals and snacks, so they were often fed. We
ate a lot of carbohydrates. Low-carb and ketogenic diets have not been popular yet, and again, it was a good turn in luck. Eating too much carbohydrates is great for muscle growth, as you can see in this study, as shown here: eight weeks of bulking on a high-carb diet. So, largely because of good luck, our bulking diet was actually pretty
good. We picked up some strange restrictions, we had completely stopped drinking alcohol and we were not eating any sugar at all. Maybe it wasn't necessary but whatever avoiding alcohol and sugar certainly wasn't hurting our results. We had also stumbled upon a few tricks that helped us eat more calories without feeling awful: we
started most days with juice, which is easy on appetite and easy to digest. By mixing food, we divide it into smaller pieces that digest more quickly. We have eaten a lot of ground meat, which is also easy to digest. Ground meat is mainly before chewing. Our main meal was bulking chili, and so along with ground meat, we also got a lot of
carbohydrates and fiber from beans and corn. We snacked between meals, eating things like homemade protein bars, small portions of trail mix, or yogurt. We also make our meals in bulk, cook a large bowl of chili or casserole on Sundays and reheat it during the week. We were doing the same with our homemade protein bars. That
made our bulking diet a little easier to follow. These bulking recipes were so useful that we include a recipe book that bulks up entirely in bonnie to brutal. Anyway, because our bulking diet was very good compared to the most beginner diets to follow, helped to compensate for our subpar workout program. That's one of the nice things
about being a beginner it's still fairly to stimulate muscle growth. Along with a good bulking diet, even our intermediate training program was resulting in fairly good muscle growth. Marco joins Jared's team and I may bulk up, we've been blogging about our progress on the design blog. Eventually, an old high school friend told me that I had
to get in touch with the power coach hired by his college football team. He was telling me that this guy was naturally skinny, had gained more than sixty pounds of muscle, and was known for being able to help the bulk athletes in a hurry. He has just graduated with a degree in health sciences, and has already helped university athletes,
professionals and Olympians build muscle. I laughed? Did you call the university power coach? That seemed like Idea. And then I realized That I already knew him my friend started laughing, yes, it's Marco! It turns out that an acquaintance from high school, a cute giraffe from a man named Marco, had bulked up to 205 pounds and was
now building his reputation as a top strength coach. While Jared and I were studying design, Marco was studying health sciences and working as a strength and conditioning instructor. Not only that, but he also studied under the highest power and conditioning coaches in the world, such as Eric Creasy and Mike Robertson. This
experience has launched him to the College of Vocational Training, Professional Athletes and The Olympics. When Marco and I first talked, we congratulated on gaining a lot of muscle. He didn't mention our mistakes, he was just happy for us. He's a remarkably good person who always had that reputation for that reason it seemed a good
idea to call him but when I asked him if we were doing anything wrong, he opened pandora's box. For about an hour, Marco broke our routine and explained how we can make it better. Better in the sense that we can gain more muscle mass and strength, which is what we were interested in, but also the best sense that we can keep our
joints healthy, avoid injury, and do a better job of improving our health and posture. He explained that he saw a lot of athletes wearing their bodies trying to get bigger. After all, his job was to help bulk athletes quickly and efficiently while also helping them have a long career. He made some interesting changes, such as: we put on a full-
body workout routine. Since I've already read about those benefits, I was excited to try it. Each workout began with a pair of composite lifts, such as squats and chin-ups, or deadlifts and push-ups. One exercise generally requires some kind of weight (dumbbell or bell), while the other can be done with minimal equipment. This allowed us
to create small circles, giving our muscles a lot of comfort between groups, but keeping our heart rates high and allowing us to stimulate more muscle growth in a shorter period of time. Choose elevators that match our level of experience. Marco saw that we couldn't do a lot of big bell lifts properly yet, so he gave us easier variations to
begin with. For example, we have shifted from squatting to squat kisses, which are much easier to learn, at least for beginners, stimulating more muscle growth - especially in the upper body. We were stopping 2-3 representatives shy of failing to exercise our best technique and reduce fatigue. We were still doing the insulation elevators.
Unlike a lot of strength training programs that were common at the time, such as Starting Power and Sadlifts 5×5, Marco had us do a lot of isolation lifts, especially for our arms. He explained that for men because you are like us, we need extra arm work if we want to build muscle weapons. In addition, as beginners, doing simple lifts is an
easy way to reliably challenge our Without being limited by coordination, balance, cardiovascular demands, or technique. We can take these small lifts to failure, learn how to push ourselves. Everything was periodized. Our entire training program was divided into a five-week routine, which we called stages. Each stage began with low-
volume training, preventing excess muscle damage and crippling soreness, and worked its way higher, finishing with a large-scale week. With each new stage, new exercises and techniques have been rotated in to stimulate a new round of muscle growth before they reach the plateau. These new bulking exercises were great. We were
even doing loaded carries and a few other sports bulking techniques, which we loved. Our backs and upper shoulders began to grow a lot as our position improved significantly as well, and our strength was rising in leaps and bounds. This new way of working has also made me realize how important our training is. The stronger the
muscle growth we can stimulate through exercise, the higher the muscle protein synthesis, the more insulin-sensitive our muscles become, and the sooner we build muscle. The sooner we build muscle, the more calories we can invest in muscle growth, and prevent fat gain. Our bulking results for three months our first month had started
off a little rocky, but with our constant research and marco's help, we were building muscle faster than we thought it was physically possible. We thought that people could only gain twenty pounds of muscle in their first year. Looks like we were about to double that, and Jared started at £130 and had gone up to £163. In three months, he
had gained 33 pounds without gaining a significant amount of fat. His attitude improved, too, and he no longer suffered from tendonitis when doing graphic design work in his office. I had already gained twenty pounds before we even started, and within three months, I had already gained another 25 pounds, bringing my total weight
increase to up to 45 pounds without any apparent fat increase. I was amazed our genetics seemed to have gone from horrible to gorgeous overnight. We didn't believe it didn't seem real and it turned out that because we were starting away from our genetic potential, we could gain muscle more quickly before running into diminishing
revenue laws, like this: the average man starts about eighty pounds of muscle on his frame. If we imagine a skinny man who starts with just forty pounds of muscle on his frame - a man like us - then he's basically starting from behind the starting line. We don't challenge the laws of muscle growth or anything, we're just catching up with the
muscles of the average man (and then moving further, but with normal rates of muscle growth from that point forward). Finished with our bulk cut had gone well and we were by no means feeling fat, but we had initially planned to do traditional bulking and cutting As does bodybuilders. The idea was to spend a few months slowly building
muscle while gaining fat, and then stripping fat with a quick cut at the end. Things were going greatly for our bulk, so we were keen to keep the experience going, but we were also sick of overeating and eager to change the pace. Although we didn't gain as much fat as we expected, we decided to gear to cut anyway. So over the next four
weeks, we combine our hyperfender exercises with a bit of extra heart, drastically reducing our calories, moving from gaining 1-2 pounds per week (excess calories from 500-1000 calories) to losing 1-2 pounds per week (a calorie deficit of 500-1000 a week). To be perfectly honest, it wasn't so bad. We were tired of overeating that feeling
hungry was actually kind of kind of kindness. After our pictures i had started this bulk at 150 pounds, bulking up to 175 pounds, then reduced to about 167 pounds. I weighed 37 pounds more than I had the year before, and I was smaller than I was in my life. My chest, my traps, my shoulders and my legs exploded. Also, fun fact, check the
difference in the length of my pants. At the beginning of my bulk, I thought it was a fairly respectable length, but in the end, it was small. I almost seem to have cut them shorter, but I didn't. What happened was that my ass grew up a lot, and I pulled them up in the back. If you look closely, the crotch of the pants rose much higher but the
legs are still clearly the same length. This was my first hint of the peculiar pros and cons of building bigger legs. Anyway, here's my pre-and post-bulking measurements: body weight: 150 lbs to 167 lbs (+17 pounds) neck: 14.25 to 14.5 (+0.25 inches) Shoulders: 43.5 to 47.5 (+4 inches!) Bicep: 12.25 to 13.25 (+1 inch)Chest: 37 to 38.25
(+1.25 inches)Waist: 30 to 29.25 (-0.75 inches)) Hips: 36 to 37.25 (+1.25)25 inches) Thigh: 18.75 to 21 (+2.25 inches) calf: 13.5 to 14 (+0.5 inches) Jared started at 130 pounds and thranned up to 167 pounds, then reduced to 163 pounds, earning 33 pounds overall. It began with a faint hint of absolute value and ended with a well-defined
abs. Body weight: 130 lbs to 163 lbs (+33 lbs)Neck: 13.75 to 14.25 inches (+0.5 inches) Shoulders: 38.75 inches to 41 inches (+2.25 inches)Bicep: 11 to 12.5 inches (+1.5 inches): 3 3.75 inches to 35.25 inches (+1.5 inches) Waist: 27.5 inches to 29.25 inches (+1.5 inches)Hips: 35.5 inches to 37 inches (+1.5 inches) thigh: 18.75 to 22
(+1.25 inches) calf leg : 13.75 to 15 (+1.25 inches) Bonnie's birth was brutal when we posted pictures of our progress on the design blog, Dawn. This was back in 2010, and the online fitness community was still fairly young. There weren't many resources for naturally skinny hardgovernors and ectomorphs. We started getting more emails
from other skinny guys who were desperate for the most part. They saw our progress photos and wanted to know how we did it. It wasn't just online, either. Our friends, our families, even strangers. The gym was coming to us for bulking advice. I spent a whole year doing my design work from 9 pm to 5 pm, then answering emails from 5 to
10 p.m. Not every day, but good 4-5 days a week, spend more than twenty hours a week trying to train these other skinny guys through large quantities. To make training these guys easier, you've put our plan into a small PDF guide, including your workout routine, diet, lifestyle change we've done, and how to adjust everything based on
the results we get. Everyone loved it and it produced great results: during this time, I wanted to take a break from bulking, so Marco turned me over to a strength training routine. I went from being able to bench 135 pounds to a half rep to being able to bench 225 pounds down to my chest for a set of five. My goal for life was to do one rep
with 185 pounds. I couldn't believe it. It turns out that once you've gained a significant amount of muscle size, learning how to lift heavier weights in lower rep ranges is actually fairly clear. My strength rose without even my need to gain any extra muscle mass. (Which fits my goals at the time, but I just proved that the strength of training
with the aim of gaining muscle size is a bit misleading.) Having trained a few dozen clients together during that year, Jared, Marco, decided to go at all, creating Bonnie's brutal bulking program and building this work around him. Once we had a prototype of our official bulking program, I tested it. I gained another 18 pounds, bringing me
from 167 up to 185 pounds. In just a few years, I had gained 55 pounds: I a little later, when I got a DEXA scan to test my body composition, I learned that I was 10.8% fat in body. Somehow, I managed to earn 55 pounds and come out even smaller than when I started: I had spent my whole life thinking that my body was too skinny to ever
become strong and muscular. Within a few months, I realized that my potential was much higher. I could become as strong and muscular as I wanted and i also felt healthy and athletic. I no longer feel rags and fatigue, and my doctor was blown away by how my health signs improved. I'm no longer at high risk of having a heart attack. All
the signs of my blood were wonderful i started sleeping better also disappeared from insomnia with some exercise, diet, and lifestyle change. Here's one of our first bonnie for brutal members, Albert. He is a doctor who worked 80 hours a week while enjoying the program, and often needed to rely on the hospital vending machines for his
meals. But he wanted to be a good role model for his patients, was determined to go from skinny to muscular, and managed to gain 25 lbs while finishing even smaller than when he started: our routine was bulking five long months, but only to be clear, Albert took longer than five months to finish it. Take some rest from exercise Got a
hectic job. But the picture above shows five months of doing a bulking routine. Here is another great example of GK, which shows how fast and sagging ectomorphs can build muscle: here's one of my favorites, Klaus, who started skinny fat and completely transformed his body shape by building muscle and fat loss. Imagine how much
muscle must have been built in order to finish weighing 22 lbs heavier while also losing a lot of fat: here ariel skinny for muscular transformation, it turns out that ectomorphs can actually build wider shoulders: over the years, the program has improved and refined. Based on the feedback and results we got with our first few a. as well as
new research that has come out since then, we recently reformulated the program from a thousand to the top, including shooting over a hundred new video tutorial with Marco teaching all the elevators. We're still trying to walk. I got married, gave birth to my first son, and I'm still grateful that I took the effort up. It has helped me live a
productive and healthy life, and I feel like a strong husband and father. If You compare the physique at 31 to how I looked at the 21, the difference blows me away. I remember how I was feeling weak and ashamed of my body, how I was lying in bed for hours trying to sleep, and how everyone knew me as the skinny guy. Who knew May
would turn into a career that helps skinny men in the week? I certainly didn't at the beginning of muscle in May, and I was very lucky and awkward to bring the bell all the way down to my chest. I couldn't do a repeat of one on the press bench. My shoulders were very weak and unstable. And now I'm a comfortable bench over 275 pounds,
with 315-three boards!— feeling like a realistic target to shoot for. This is crazy anyway, this is the story of how we went from skinny to muscular, with Jared eventually earning fifty pounds, me earning sixty pounds, and Marco eventually earning seventy. It's also a story of how wild Bonnie came to be, and why we're so excited about
helping other skinny guys bulk up. If you're a naturally skinny guy and want to help build muscle, check out Bonnie's brutal bulking program. I've been doing this full-time for almost ten years now, with nearly 10,000 satisfied customers. I think you'll love it training on hypertrophy: we'll teach you how to lift for muscle size, give you a detailed
routine to follow, teach you every single lift and progress. Bulking diet: We'll teach you how to eat to gain weight. Instead of restricting foods to facilitate weight loss, we will teach you what to add to your diet, what macros to emphasize, teach you the best bulking recipes, give you examples of meal plans, and teach you how to build your
perfect bulking diet. Lifestyle Improvement: Even just improving your sleep can accelerate your muscle growth by 30% while drastically reducing fat gain. By combining swell training with a bulking diet and optimal lifestyle, we can Faster, smaller, healthier. But perhaps most of all, there is our member society. We'll teach you how to make
an assessment before, take the right progress photos, guide you through the process in your community, give you feedback while posting progress updates, and help you account for you. You will be surrounded by other skinny hopes working towards the same goals as bulking up. For me, this is what finally allowed me to build muscle
down and make a lasting change. If you're a skinny guy who's sick of being a skinny guy, I really think you'll love our Bonnie for a brutal program. Programme.
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